1. Introduction. -Aligned monodomain lipid multilayers are of interest not only because of their liquid crystalline properties, but also because of their utility as model systems in the study of biological membranes [1, 2] . These lipid liquid crystals can be utilized either directly for the study of the material properties of lipid bilayers [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] or, with the incorporation of biologically interesting ingredients [12] , to study the properties of these ingredients in the model system. If one can incorporate proteins in aligned lipid multilamellae, these systems would be uniquely suited for study of the conformational properties of the proteinlipid system.
For any of these studies it is advantageous to have large, monodomain samples of the size that were recently obtained by Powers et al. [12, 13] [14] . One of these structures is qualitatively similar to polygonal arrays, previously observed in cholesteric [15] and thermotropic smectic liquid crystals [16] [17] [18] . We have characterized these arraysby optical microscopy and propose a structure for one of them that is identical to the parabolic focal conic (PFC) model proposed initially by Rosenblatt et al. [18] to explain the polygonal arrays that they observed in a thermotropic smectic liquid crystal. We also demonstrate the existence of arrays that have many properties in common with the PFC, but which are distinctly different. [19] . DPPC, DMPC and DLPC were aligned homeotropically (smectic layers are parallel to the glass surfaces) between 1 mm thick microscope slides separated by 125 pm spacers using the Powers technique [12, 13] . We found, however, that if the glass slides were scrupulously clean, alignment was obtained equally well with or without the silane surfactant described by Powers [1, 12, 20, 21] , none of the detected features of the defect structure were dependent on the water concentration so long as the sample was maintained in the La or smectic A phase.
Samples of DLPC with 20 % water were aligned at room temperature by placing the lipid-water mixture between glass slides separated by a 100 pm latex rubber spacer. The holder for the slides (Fig. 1 [12, 13] . The structure of these lipid liquid crystals has been shown by X-ray diffraction to consist of well-defined bilayers of lipid molecules separated by layers of water (Fig. 2 figure 4 the top (bottom) array is in sharpest focus 20 gm above (below) the centre of the sample. Upon lowering the focus from the top of the sample, the points of intersection of the top array comes into focus first. As the focus is lowered further, the inter- When the crossed polarizers are rotated with respect to the sample, the crosses at the intersections in the top and bottom arrays rotate along with the polarizers. This is shown in figures 5a and 5b for a small counterclockwise rotation. However, the crosses formed by the sharply focused intersections of the middle array rotate in the opposite direction from the direction of rotation of the crossed polarizers (Figs. 5c and 5d). All of the polygonal arrays observed exhibit the above properties when observed with crossed polarizers. However, the more birefringent arrays have extra fine structure superposed on them, as shown in figure 7 below.
Additional information on the arrays was derived from dark field microscopy in which the sample is illuminated such that the only light that enters the objective is the light that has been scattered by optical inhomogeneities in the sample. Figure 6a shows in the middle of the array rotate in the opposite direction. Dark field microscopy indicates a very complex structure for the array (Fig. 8) . As the focus is lowered from the top of the sample, the first feature to come into focus is a hazy circle which has some substructure (Fig. 8a) . The circle is located where the intersections of the top array are observed between crossed polarizers. As the focus is lowered, concentric circles of dots appear (Fig. 8b) (Fig. 10) .
If the crossed polarizers used to view the polygonal array shown in figure 4 are rotated by 450 with respect to the sample, the dark lines in figure 4 are replaced by a network of white lobes connecting the intersections of the top, middle and bottom arrays (Fig. 11) . Small black crosses are observed oriented along the polarizer axes at each of the intersections. Figure 1lb Figure 11c illustrates the results observed when a Soleil-Babinet compensator, oriented with its optic axis parallel to the white lobes, is inserted between one of the polarizers and the sample. The figure 7 shows variations in the optical path difference at points away from these lines. These variations are difficult to measure due to the finite resolving power of the microscope. They are probably related to the corrugated ribbed pattern emanating from the intersections of the top and bottom arrays seen between crossed polarizers in figure 7 . 4 . Discussion. -Recently, Rosenblatt et al. [18] described a model for defect structures in the thermotropic smectic A liquid crystal formed from cyanobenzylidene octyloxyaniline (CBOOA). CBOOA readily aligns both homogeneously (smectic layers perpendicular to glass surfaces) and homeotropically. They showed that CBOOA homogeneously aligned Fig. 12 figure 13c an array of black lines is expected to be observed oriented along the polarizer axis and running through the points where the parabolas intersect. The period of the top and bottom array is twice that of the middle array, and the intersections of the top array occur at the centre of the squares formed by the bottom array. If the crossed polarizers are rotated by some angle 0 (Fig. 13d) figure 4 . Rosenblatt et al. suggested that the core region of a parabolic pair (i.e., the middle of the array) is energetically constrained to lie in the middle of the sample [18] . This is also consistent with the experimental observations. 5) If, while viewing either the top or bottom array, the polarizers are rotated by some angle 0, the crosses centred where the parabolas join rotate with the crossed polarizers. 6) However, the crosses centred where the parabolas cross in the middle array are rotated by -0. Thus, the sharply focused cross in the middle array appears to rotate in the opposite direction. These results are illustrated in figure 5 .
The cusps in the layer curvature result in optical inhomogeneities along the parabolic lines that are expected to scatter light. On the other hand, since ne -no is small for these lipids [12, 13] , the scattered light will be weak where the cusps themselves are weak. In the PFC model proposed by Rosenblatt et al. large inhomogeneities only occur near the foci of the parabolas, i.e., where they cross. Thus, when viewed by dark field illumination, one expects to see only crosses at these spots. This prediction is borne out for the less birefringent arrays (Fig. 6) [26] [27] [28] . The regular pattern of bright spots observed in figure 8 could possibly reflect a smaller substructure of focal conic defects that has been superimposed on the basic PFC arrays. The light and dark lines that seem to radiate out of the centre of the crosses in these arrays when viewed under crossed polarizers also suggest this.
The PFC model predicts that the maximum layer tilts should occur along the parabolas. Because the undisturbed smectic lipid liquid crystal has a positive uniaxiality [12, 13] , the slow axis of the biaxiality due to tilts of the layers should be along the tilt. Measurements of the optical path difference support these predictions. However, these measurements also indicate that, except at the points where the parabolas join each other in the top and bottom arrays and where they cross each other in the middle array, the optical path difference along the parabola lines is almost constant. This is represented in figure 11c . The open (closed) dots are where the parabolas join at the bottom (top). The crosses are the points where the parabolas cross in the middle of the sample.
A consideration of the detailed structure of the smectic layers of a PFC indicates that this is the expected result. Figure 14 shows [18] to evolve from the undulation instability.
Aside from the criterion for PFC formation, the response of smectic liquid crystals to dilative strains has been understood for some time. Below some critical strain the layers merely dilate. However, for strains larger than some threshold, tc, the layers begin to undulate [32, 35] . This undulation phenomenon has been observed by light scattering from lipid liquid crystals of DPPC [13] . However, experiments using piezoelectric elements to compress and dilate the glass plates enclosing samples of DLPC with 20 % water, suggest that the PFC's form not only by dilation, but also by compression of the sample. This is difficult to reconcile with the explanation based on the undulative instability. Since we have never observed the PFC array to form by a decrease in the temperature of the sample, further work is necessary to understand the formation of PFC's by compression.
Polygonal arrays, qualitatively similar to those observed for the lipids, have been observed by Bouligand [15] 
